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After I finish the two year internship and
graduate with my Masters, I plan on applying
for the Rotational Engineer Position. I want to
work as a rotational engineer until I get my PE.
After I get my PE, I would like to join Peace
Corps and travel the world to practice engi‐
neering and teach in developing countries.
When I return from Peace Corps, I want to
work in a governmental position with air qual‐
ity and water quality engineering.
Do you know your next placement or em‐
ployment situation?
Starting in May, 2012 I will be working in Re‐
gion 2 Materials Lab.
Who are some of the people at UDOT who
have provided guidance or assistance?
All of the people I have worked with have
been very helpful. Patrick Cowley was a great
supervisor who took an extra effort to help me
get settled into design. Brandon Cloward was
also a great help in design. He would guide me
through the steps that needed to be per‐
formed so that I would learn the whole proc‐
ess rather than just pointing me towards the
end results so I only learn half the steps.

